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Abstract

Service-learning has become widespread in universities worldwide, implying an increased number of involved faculty. Many studies document service-learning’s impact on students, but only a handful of exploratory studies examine impact on faculty. We offer a focused investigation of positive and negative impacts of service-learning on faculty from an Asian context, based on interviews with 24 faculty members from diverse academic disciplines in a university in Hong Kong. Phenomenological methods are used to summarize the essences of firsthand experiences. Participants’ valenced views about service-learning’s impact are categorized as dominant positive, mixed, and negative stances. Service-learning contributed to faculty teaching, civic-mindedness, person/values, professional development, and research. Findings suggest that service-learning involvement can benefit more diverse faculty than previously identified. Service-learning is recommended as a strategy for faculty development, and as a means for universities to fulfill their social responsibility and contribute to sustainable development goals outlined by the United Nations.
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able to suppose that teachers involved in service-learning also receive some impact from it just as students and communities do. As Driscoll noted, “faculty are both influential with, and influenced by, service-learning” (2000, p. 35); Priibennow similarly commented that in pedagogical innovations like service-learning, “all the players active in the innovation can be affected by the involvement” (2005, p. 35). A recent article by Baecher and Chung (2020) has shown how a service-learning program for teachers can aid their professional development, impacting them personally, critically, and pedagogically. Here, however, we wish to examine the impact of service-learning on those who teach service-learning: What are the various ways—positive and negative—that service-learning affects faculty work? Does the experience of teaching service-learning have any impact on the person?

A number of articles address faculty and service-learning; many of them offer recommendations for recruiting more faculty for service-learning, or even advocate better conditions to sustain faculty in service-learning endeavors. These articles examine reasons and characteristics of faculty who engage in service-learning (Antonio et al., 2000; Demb & Wade, 2012; McKay & Rozee, 2004; O’Meara & Niehaus, 2009), factors that deter or motivate faculty to use service-learning (Abes et al., 2002; Banerjee & Hausafus, 2007; Chen, 2015; Darby & Newman, 2014; Ma & Law, 2019; Speck, 2001), and benefits and challenges faculty encounter through involvement in service-learning (Cooper, 2014; Driscoll, 2000; Heffernan, 2001; Kezar & Rhoads, 2001; Losser et al., 2018). Added to these are general explorations of service-learning’s impact on different parties (Chupp & Joseph, 2010; Driscoll et al., 1996; Mettetal & Bryant, 2010). Some of these articles and a few others touch on service-learning’s impact on faculty (Carracelas-Juncal et al., 2009; Harrison et al., 2014; Priibbenow, 2005). On the whole, these studies have been only exploratory, have limited focus (i.e., impact on faculty work), and study Western contexts. We summarize salient and recurring points found in these studies:

- Service-learning presents itself to faculty as a double-edged sword: Although captivating them with positive outcomes they see in students and communities, it often entails onerous challenges, particularly in terms of time, workload, funding, and support;
- Advocates of service-learning—for whom “the benefits outweigh the costs” (McKay & Rozee, 2004, p. 30)—list faculty gains such as enhancing teaching practice, better connection with students, integrating the three domains of their work (teaching, research, service), and potential to transform their role from expert instructors to engaged co-learners;
- Characteristics of faculty involved in service-learning appear to boil down to (1) student–oriented beliefs or values as educators and (2) some degree of commitment to the community;
- Finally, some academic disciplines are thought to be better disposed toward service-learning than others, in practical, soft, life, or human sciences with social or service orientation—such as health disciplines, social work, and education—more than physical, natural, computing, or engineering sciences, arts, and humanities (Abes et al., 2002; Antonio et al., 2000).

Related to the last point and from a more critical perspective, Butin (2006) has referred to service-learning as a pet pedagogy of the “softest” and “most vocational” disciplines and fields (pp. 479–480), seemingly less compatible with the teaching practices, styles, methods, and assessment procedures of hard sciences. Differing from Butin, Zlotkowski (1998) proposed a faculty development approach, arguing that service-learning can contribute to faculty work by offering faculty members a means to connect and engage with the community in a way that can inform their teaching, practice, and research. Studies attending to faculty experience of service-learning commonly echo Zlotkowski’s approach. They point out, for instance, that service-learning helps faculty develop knowledge, skills, and values for engaged scholarship (McMillan, 2011; Peterson, 2009), introduces them to reflective practice (Carracelas-Juncal et al., 2009; cf. Camus et al., 2021), and opens opportunities for interdisciplinary collaborations within and beyond universities (Cooper, 2014; Priibbenow, 2005). Arguably, these matters are beneficial for academics
regardless of discipline.

Our inquiry is situated in this body of literature where service-learning’s impact on faculty has been a mere side topic or only tentatively explored. Mostly confined to North American settings and drawn from small sample groups, findings have been inconclusive and hardly generalizable. We believe the topic merits more thorough and detailed investigation, and that more in-depth investigation from a non-Western context may help confirm claims that have been made thus far. It is important to confront both positive and negative impacts on faculty in order to make necessary adjustments for service-learning to be sustainable in higher education. If faculty are able to benefit more from their involvement in service-learning, they will be able to supervise service-learning courses or programs better, and this improvement would redound to better impact on students and communities implicated in service-learning projects.

This article is a focused investigation of service-learning’s impact on faculty in an Asian context, particularly Hong Kong. Service-learning was introduced in Hong Kong about two decades ago. It has since become widely adopted in institutions of higher education, and its practice is extending to secondary schools as well (Lau et al., 2022). Nonetheless, research about service-learning in Hong Kong is at an early stage (Shek et al., 2019). We probe into less explored angles by attending to experiences of faculty from different disciplines and with varying initial dispositions toward service-learning. The research is based on in-depth interviews with faculty who teach service-learning in The Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU), where service-learning has been a mandatory, academic credit-bearing requirement of the undergraduate curriculum across disciplines for nearly a decade (Chan et al., 2017). These characteristics of service-learning in the host university bear on the significance of the study in several ways. First, since the majority of the university’s departments offer service-learning courses, we were able to gather experiences of service-learning faculty from diverse disciplines of hard and soft sciences alike. Second, implementing service-learning as a mandatory undergraduate requirement necessitated more faculty to teach service-learning than were originally interested. In consequence, faculty we interviewed did not necessarily choose to be involved in service-learning: Some claimed to have no knowledge of nor inclination toward service-learning before being tasked with it in their respective departments. These faculty members offer perspectives about service-learning not contemplated in extant literature, which commonly draws on experiences of faculty who adopt service-learning on their own initiative. Third, the service-learning courses taught by participants of our study were standalone, regular academic courses that were custom designed to meet the service-learning requirement. They were not, in other words, converted from existing courses simply by adding a service-learning component. In this respect, the service-learning experiences of faculty we interviewed can be said to be fuller or more immersive, promising more intensity and detail for a descriptive, qualitative study.

A Phenomenological Inquiry

We were convinced that service-learning’s impact on faculty is a theme worth in-depth inquiry and deemed a phenomenological approach suitable for the project. Phenomenology was inaugurated by contemporary German thinker Edmund Husserl in answer to what he saw as tendencies of “cold objectivism” in science and “abstract speculating” in philosophy (Moran, 2000). Phenomenology seeks to ground knowledge of reality on the shared consensus of persons with relevant experience. More a method of knowing than a system of thought, it gives epistemic import to concrete, subjective experiences. Phenomenology rightly takes its name from Greek “what appears” (phainómenon) in paying close regard to how things appear to persons with experience. Phenomenology’s emphasis on subjective experience helps explain its suitability for “studying affective, emotional, and often intense human experiences” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 28).

As a qualitative method, phenomenology tries to gain insider perspective of a phenomenon—in this case service-learning—by bringing together views of persons with direct, lived experiences of the phenomenon (Groenewald, 2004; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Phenomenology’s principal means of data gathering is through in-depth interviews with individuals with relevant experience. Sample sizes are typically small, ranging from three to 25 interviewees, who
should ideally be a heterogenous group to enable the researchers to explore the phenomenon from different perspectives (Creswell, 2013). Essential strategies of phenomenology include (1) bracketing (or “epoche”) of researcher prejudices that may distort interpretation of data, (2) immersion in data collected from subjects, (3) channeling efforts toward describing experiences related by subjects while guarding against invasive analysis, interpretation, or imposition of theory, (4) laying out and giving equal weight to collected data (“horizontalization”), and (5) presenting the essence of the experience through a summary of general and unique themes that emerge from the data (“composite description”; Creswell, 2013; Groenewald, 2004; Grossoehme, 2014; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).

The Researchers and Their Vantage Point
As a first step, we disclose our background and vantage point as the researchers behind the study. We are academic and research staff of the service-learning office of the host university. A large part of our work consists in liaising with and supporting faculty who teach service-learning subjects. Two authors have been teaching service-learning subjects for over a decade; the other two have been directly involved in service-learning in consulting or mentoring capacities. Our firsthand experience of service-learning’s effects on students, communities, and ourselves makes us staunch proponents of service-learning—a “prejudice” we are aware of. At the same time, we are not oblivious to the difficulties and challenges faculty face. In fact, we share similar experiences with them and often work with them in the nuts and bolts of service-learning, from finding community partners and sponsors to implementing projects and assessing students. We believe our background contributed to sympathetic reception of experiences related by faculty members participating in the study.

The Research Participants
PolyU is a large, public university where service-learning became mandatory in 2012. Each year, approximately 70 service-learning subjects catering to 4,000 students are offered by over 25 departments. We tried to gather a heterogenous group through purposive sampling by inviting for interview faculty who varied in years of involvement in service-learning and in academic disciplines. We targeted an equal number of participants between those with over 3 years and those with 3 or fewer years of experience, likewise between those from hard and soft sciences following Biglan’s (1973) classification of academic disciplines. In view of existing departments in the university and faculty availability, in the end 24 faculty members from 18 departments were interviewed for the study. Table 1 shows the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Departments</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Soft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applied Biology &amp; Chemical Technology; Applied Physics; Building Services Engineering; Biomedical Engineering; Civil &amp; Environmental Engineering; Land Surveying &amp; Geo-Informatics; Industrial &amp; Systems Engineering; Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>≥3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*13 women; 11 men.
distribution of interviewed faculty.

The final distribution of participants is fairly even in terms of years of experience and broadly represents the distribution of faculty across the host institution’s discipline areas.

Materials and Methods

The interviews took place between 2017 and 2018, approximately five years after service-learning became mandatory in the host institution. These were in-depth, semistructured, individual interviews lasting 40 to 90 minutes each. To facilitate free expression, the interviews were mostly conducted in the local tongue (Cantonese) and asked broad questions about the topic (cf. Moustakas, 1994). We asked interviewees how service-learning impacts them/their work and followed up their responses to elicit details. The question was pursued until “saturated”; that is, until interviewees had nothing more to add (cf. Groenewald, 2004). When subjects spoke only of positive impact—as often turned out—we prompted for negative impact by asking, “Has service-learning had any negative impact on you/your work?” To better understand the circumstances of each subject, we also inquired about contextual details, such as their work load, the nature and target recipients of service-learning courses they taught, the origin of their involvement in service-learning, challenges they encountered, and whether they felt they received some form of support or recognition for teaching service-learning.

Prior permission was obtained from participants to record interviews. Audio-records of the interviews were transcribed into Chinese, then translated into English for non-Chinese-speaking members of the research team. Approval for the research was granted by the university’s Human Subjects Ethics Sub-committee (Ref. no. HSEARS20201110007).

Throughout the research process, the researchers immersed themselves in the data through several rounds of listening and relistening to audio recordings, reading and rereading transcripts, initially to get a whole picture of faculty experiences, subsequently to focus on essential points, to verify statements, or to count instances of similar ideas. Horizontalization in this research project took the form of a text-laden spreadsheet where key statements extracted from interviews were presented in 24 vertical columns, one column for each participant. To further organize the data, we placed similar statements in the same row, then assigned appropriate labels for statements in these rows. An untitled row was kept for statements that were too distinctive or too vague to group with other statements. The table thus summarized data as well as stored important details from the interviews. It facilitated the preparation of a composite summary of how service-learning impacts faculty, presented in two complementary charts. The two charts were shared by email with participants as a way of member checking to ensure that these charts captured interviewees' expressed views (cf. Grossoehme, 2014). Since feedback from faculty responding to member checking (11 participants) approved both charts, no further revisions were made.

Results

More Positive Than Negative

The main question interviewees were asked was how service-learning impacts them. The key word “impact” does not carry any positive or negative connotation. Its equivalent term in Chinese Cantonese (yíng heúng) is likewise neutral. The valenced responses of participants thus stand out more clearly. Overall, participants tended to describe positive impacts of service-learning on themselves and their work, making it necessary for us to prompt for examples of negative impact in most cases. Such exchanges during the interviews yielded the following results: a good majority (14/24) insisted on positive impacts; a considerable number (9/24) elaborated both positive and negative types of impact; one participant dwelled on negative impacts. We classified these three types of valenced responses as “dominant positive,” “mixed,” and “negative” stances, respectively. Figure 1 shows the three stances with sample statements.

Dominant Positive Stance

“Participants with dominant positive stance” refers to those who spoke either exclusively or emphatically about positive impacts of service-learning. When prompted for negative impacts, they tended to deny or dismiss these (e.g., “none,” “just that,” “I don’t mind”). In fact, many from this group acknowledged that service-learning courses took up more time and energy than other courses they taught. However, they seemed to manage these well, for instance, through
“time management,” “division of labor,” or simply by “learning” from experience. Their reasons for valuing service-learning are revealed by words they used to describe service-learning’s effect on them as faculty, finding it “enriching,” “meaningful,” or “worthwhile.”

Among participants in this group, it is worth highlighting the experiences of five faculty members—three from soft sciences, two from hard sciences—who were assigned to teach service-learning without prior interest in the task. Further, all claimed to have had little or no experience in volunteering or community service. Precisely for these participants, service-learning constituted a completely new experience, a discovery, as the following statements show:

The service-learning subject was assigned to me by my department because the one teaching it was retiring. Actually, I study animals, not people! It was challenging to take up this subject in the beginning. However, the more I taught it, the more interested I became. (T7)

I was asked to teach service-learning. I had no personal reason [to want to do so], and did not have any idea what service-learning was but thought to give it a try. At first I thought it was a burden for students, another requirement they had to fulfill. But later I saw how it helps them change, to think more of and care for others . . . . I want to continue teaching service-learning. (T9)

I was asked to lend a hand in service-learning, and found that through it I could teach a technique to students which students could use to help others in society. . . . It’s fun to serve! I enjoy the process of learning with students, and the experience of using my expertise to help others. (T10)

I had absolutely no experience in joining community projects. It was only when I started to teach service-learning that I gained that experience. I had to learn little by little. . . . It is worthwhile to teach service-learning, to see changes in the students, to be able to influence them through (my) teaching. (T12)

I had absolutely no experience in joining community projects. It was only when I started to teach service-learning that I gained that experience. I had to learn little by little. . . . It is worthwhile to teach service-learning, to see changes in the students, to be able to influence them through (my) teaching. (T12)

These testimonies are particularly interesting coming from faculty who originally
had little interest in service-learning and community work. They are, in other words, hardly the “type” of service-learning faculty discussed in the literature. The matter suggests that more diverse faculty can thrive in teaching service-learning than those to whom it is supposed to appeal.

**Mixed Stance**

The smaller group of participants who expressed mixed stance were those who discussed both positive and negative types of impact. In fact, most participants from this group tended to dwell on positive impacts but, with prompting, acknowledged and elaborated negative impacts as well. Like the previous group, participants with mixed stance considered service-learning “meaningful” or “rewarding” for reasons pertaining both to themselves (e.g., career development, drawing closer to students or the community, enjoying serving) and to others (e.g., seeing positive changes, being able to help). Compared to the dominant positive group, however, participants with mixed stance expressed more concern about the time and effort that went into teaching service-learning courses. As they explained, service-learning courses entailed logistics, coordination, and resources, as well as student and project supervision, far more than other subjects they taught. They spoke of service-learning’s negative impacts in terms of having “less time,” putting up with a “heavy workload,” or feeling “stressed.” These negative aspects led to secondary effects, such as encroaching on other tasks and commitments, or producing conflicts at work. Two participants from the group also mentioned lack of support or recognition from their departments or students as an adverse effect of service-learning.

To say more about the backgrounds of faculty members with mixed stance: Six are from soft sciences and three from hard sciences; most (6/9) had community or volunteering engagements prior to being involved in service-learning; most (6/9) started teaching service-learning simply because they had been asked to, and the remaining three either proactively offered to teach service-learning or had relevant experiences that left them inclined toward service-learning and considered natural candidates to teach it in their departments. The disparity of backgrounds within the mixed stance group and, likewise, within the dominant positive group suggests that none of the factors that we thought might be important (e.g., academic discipline, community engagement, origin or reason for service-learning involvement, years of experience in teaching service-learning) decisively determined how faculty experienced service-learning’s impact.

**Negative Stance**

Drawbacks of teaching service-learning mentioned by participants in the first two groups seemed, unfortunately, to converge in the experiences related by the participant with negative stance, for whom service-learning meant a “very heavy workload [and] a lot of difficulties.” Interestingly, this participant was initially happy to take on the task, having been previously involved in a similar program and years of community service. The participant did acknowledge positive aspects of service-learning experience, such as “learning more about needs, worries and difficulties of students” and seeing desirable “changes in their behavior, capacity for teamwork and communication.” However, single-handedly teaching service-learning courses while perceiving little department support proved daunting. We believe the overall negative experience expressed by the faculty member in question deserves as much attention as those of the other groups. It is not difficult to see that under better circumstances the participant could have gained more positive experiences from teaching service-learning.

**Types of Impact**

During the interviews, participants also shared concrete ways that service-learning impacts them. Figure 2 sums up positive and negative impacts gathered from the interviews.

Positive examples of service-learning’s impact on faculty can be classified under five domains: teaching, civic-mindedness, person/values, research, and professional development.

**Positive Impacts**

**Contributions to Teaching.** For a large majority of interviewed faculty (20/24), service-learning made a difference in teaching, particularly in helping them to develop more student-centered approaches owing to more frequent and dynamic interactions with students. For example,
**Teaching [20/24 participants]**
- A student-centered approach [15 examples]
- Better understanding/interaction/connection with students
- Pedagogy [3 examples]
- Picked up experiential methods (reflection, fieldtrips, class activities)
- Course content [1 example]
- Service data, experience useful for academic teaching

**Civic-mindedness [17/24 participants]**
- Community awareness/concern/contact/involvement [17 examples]
- Linking academic goals/expertise with community needs [0 examples]

**Person/Values [16/24 participants]**
- Self-efficacy [9 examples]
- Being able to make a difference/influence students, community
- Impetus/passion for work [2 examples]
- Discerning service, finding meaning, job satisfaction, integration

**Professional Development [10/24 participants]**
- Useful knowledge, skills, abilities [10 examples]
- Interdisciplinary networking, collaborations [6 examples]
- Rewards/Recognition [3 examples]

**Research [9/24 participants]**
- Academic discipline research [7 examples]
- Scholarship beyond specialization [2 examples]

**Time consuming [9/24 participants]**
- Encroaches on personal time, vacation, research, other projects/tasks

**Affected work relations [6/24 participants]**
- Conflict; lack of appreciation, support, recognition

**Increased workload [5/24 participants]**
- Administrative & logistic concerns; coordination, liaising; tiring, stressful

**Student problems [2/24 participants]**
- Inadequate behavior, motivation, attitude; complaints, negative feedback

**Experience uncertainties [2/24 participants]**
- Many things beyond control or unfamiliar (e.g., class size, environment, community partners)

**Physical inconveniences [1/24 participants]**
- Fieldwork; commuting to different locations

**POSITIVE IMPACTS**
**NEGATIVE IMPACTS**

(Service-learning projects) entail more interaction with students. It makes me think of the students, and become more aware of how I communicate with them, manage things, and deal with people. (T12)

In service-learning, you become not just an instructor but also a mentor to students. Because we interact more, I understand them and their learning problems better. I have a more positive view of students from teaching service-learning. I realized that they are not as passive as they seem during lectures. (T13)

Service-learning changed my view of students. They seem passive and quiet in class. But in service-learning, you discover that they can be pro-active and do things you never expected them to do for the sake of service clients—things you don’t usually see in campus. (T17)

I understand students better and discover different personalities and backgrounds. I also learned to appreciate and am sometimes impressed by their efforts and creativity in serving. (T20)

Service-learning has made me reflect more on students, on my interaction with them, on how I teach... There’s more time for direct communication, they tell you a lot of things, you see each other more, talk more, have deeper conversations during reflective activities. This is all learning for me. (T22)

Another way that service-learning contributed to teaching was by introducing faculty to elements of experiential pedagogy, such as field activities and reflecting on experience.

I learned to use reflection as a teaching method. (T1)

I got exposed to experiential learning, which is so different from book learning. Going out into the community, students understand soci-
Service-learning made me want to use experiential methods in my other subjects. I now incorporate class activities or field trips in these. (T19)

For a handful of interviewees, service-learning involvement also enhanced the content of discipline subjects they were teaching. Immersing in the community yielded contextualized or up-to-date information that was useful for their classes. As one participant from an engineering field explained, using their expertise to serve the community meant “gaining real life knowledge and examples” (T23). For a language expert, seeing the actual language-learning difficulties of immigrants “gave ideas to develop better teaching tools” (T5). Meanwhile, a participant from health sciences found “data collected from service useful for classes with majors” (T7).

**Connecting With Society.** Most participants (17/24) also claimed that service-learning contributed to their own civic-mindedness and engagement. Working in communities with community partners and interacting with service clients allowed them to directly witness and comprehend existing problems and needs of various sectors in society, such as senior citizens, migrant groups, low-income families, health patients, and persons with disabilities.

I would volunteer as a student and have always been concerned for society. Teaching service-learning brought about more involvement and in-depth understanding of elderly clients, our service target. (T3)

It has helped me understand Hong Kong society better, especially low income sectors. I know more about community environs and can contribute with some of my learning. (T20)

Service-learning lets students have more contact with the community and learn about others’ needs—the same goes for me. (T23)

The examples above are from participants who had some form of community involvement before or besides teaching service-learning. For one faculty member who was “never involved in any volunteering or community project whatsoever,” being asked to teach service-learning meant heightened awareness of and engagement in the needs of society:

Service-learning increased my knowledge of society. Just think, we collaborate with at least nine different community service providers. In the process, we understand actual conditions and service gaps in society, like helping persons with mental disabilities to prepare for old age. Hong Kong has a good health service system and they can count on their families, but their families will not always be around. This is one example of service gaps we are thinking of addressing. (T17)

Other faculty members discovered in service-learning the chance to use their professional knowledge and skills for the benefit of communities, adding, as it were, a new dimension to their academic specialization on top of teaching and research.

I want to continue teaching service-learning. Making our expertise useful for community clients and seeing their progress is very satisfying. (T5)

Participating in a free vision screening project in [a developing country] when I was in senior year made me aware of severe eye problems and the need to promote eye care. Now that I oversee a service-learning project for a local community, I came to realize that this need also exists in developed societies. . . . One impact of service-learning on me and my students is being able to contribute to society with our expertise. (T7)

**Impact on Person and Values.** More fundamental examples of service-learning’s impact on faculty touched on personal outlook and values underlying work and life attitude. For a considerable number of participants (10/24), close interactions and tangible outcomes seen in students and communities helped them to appreciate positive influences they could have on
others. Service-learning thus contributed to self-efficacy, as the following examples illustrate:

Any passionate teacher won’t be content with imparting knowledge but would also want students to become good persons. Experiential learning is best for this. I see students change attitudes, take on responsibilities. When they see their teachers go all out in serving, they follow. Lecturing just doesn’t “move” students the same way service-learning does. (T6)

Service-learning is rewarding: you see things your students do for NGOs, and how their work leaves a deep impression on them and changes their attitude. They become more concerned for the environment, some end up doing more volunteer work or taking action. I noticed that my service-learning students have a special regard for me compared to my students in other subjects—perhaps because I inspired some change in them? (T13)

There are more opportunities to coach students, to develop relationships with them. It makes me happy to see them grow and continue service engagements even after the course is over. (T16)

I find service-learning very meaningful. Listening to presentations of students’ works I realize how much they were able to help others, and this makes me feel that I have made a difference, that I have had an impact on them and the clients we served. (T17)

Another fundamental type of impact was greater impetus or passion for work as academics or educators (7/24). Faculty members who described such experience called to mind tangible outcomes they saw in students and communities that led them to derive more meaning and satisfaction from their work. For some participants, service-learning had the effect of harmonizing different areas of work—teaching, research, and service—or became a way to live up to their values as educators or citizens in a way that produced a sense of alignment between their personal ideals and work, or between their convictions and the university’s aims in promoting service-learning pedagogy.

Contributions of service-learning to academic research include publications and research outputs such as conference papers and publications. Among participants with research responsibilities, seven who were mostly from health or social sciences said that their own discipline research benefited or was stimulated by empirical data, experience, or networking gained through service-learning involvement. More expressed interest or intention to link their areas of research with the content or experience of service-learning courses they taught but
felt challenged by time, if not by unfamiliar lines of inquiry. A participant from the humanities, for instance, wanted “to try but found service-learning too different” (T20); another from engineering thought that service-learning was utterly “unrelated to discipline research” in the department (T21). In contrast, at least two participants claimed that service-learning extended their scope of research, one by relating it to a service-oriented field, another by “turning from clinical to educational research” (T4).

**Negative Impacts**

**Time and Workload.** Participants also shared assorted negative impacts. A recurring concern was service-learning being “time-consuming” (9/24) to the extent of taking a toll on other work responsibilities or private time. For much the same reasons that service-learning is time-consuming, participants also experienced increased workload and stress (5/24) as negative impacts. It is interesting to note that both aspects of service-learning—being time-consuming and increased workload—were also mentioned by some interviewees with dominant positive stance. The latter, however, did not perceive these as negative impacts but as surmountable challenges or daily grind.

**Work Relations.** Compared to other academic courses, service-learning requires working more with others, whether a team of subject instructors or assistants or community partners. Service-learning can affect work relations (6/24) by occasioning conflicts with colleagues or collaborators. Relatedly, some faculty felt they lacked support or recognition from their departments and sometimes received negative feedback from students despite the tremendous efforts they put into teaching service-learning courses.

**Others.** Less cited negative impacts of service-learning on faculty were occasional student-related problems (e.g., lack of motivation, complaints), having to put up with uncertainties (i.e., “many things can happen outside the classroom, things you can’t control”—T18), and physical inconveniences associated with fieldwork, such as being exposed to the elements and having to travel to different project sites. Again, these too were mentioned but taken more lightly by participants expressing dominant positive stance.

**Discussion**

The impact of service-learning on interviewed faculty was generally positive, requiring us to prompt for negative impact in most interviews. Even then, the majority dwelled on positive impact while acknowledging difficulties in teaching service-learning. The matter is particularly interesting when we consider that approximately half of the participants did not have prior interest in service-learning but had merely been tasked with it to meet the demand for service-learning courses as an undergraduate requirement in the host institution. That the result was generally positive while negative impacts were either perceived as ordinary, tolerable challenges or seemed at least tolerable may be attributable in part to the existence of a service-learning office in the host institution that works with faculty in the intricacies of service-learning. A number of sources recommend that universities seeking to boost their social responsibility set up such an office or similar structure to support service-learning faculty (Abes et al., 2002; Antonio et al., 2000; Banerjee & Hausafus, 2007; Chupp & Joseph, 2010; Cooper, 2014).

Teaching is where service-learning made the most impact, in practical terms, by enriching course content with information from community work, by enhancing pedagogy with experiential methods, and, above all, by enabling faculty to develop more student-centered approaches. Service-learning thus promotes a refined approach to learning that brings together pedagogical elements of situatedness, overt instruction, critical framing, and transformed practice (Macleod & Golby, 2003). In this light, service-learning can be said to transform teaching, turning it from a mere “transfer of ideas” to an interpersonal process of assisting mental development that is open to new methods and variegated sources of information.

We saw, besides, examples of positive impact at the more fundamental level of person and values as faculty discovered meaningful contributions they could make to their students and communities and were themselves enriched through synergistic and reciprocal work with students and communities. Related literature often speaks about service-learning’s impact on different aspects of faculty work and says little or nothing about how service-learning impacts faculty members themselves. Like
students, faculty too are in the process of maturation as professionals and members of society. Service-learning can be said to transform not only teaching but teachers themselves, by enabling them to find fresh meaning and impetus in their roles as academics, educators, and citizens. As one participant expressed,

I was originally invited to teach service-learning, and I liked the idea. The more I teach this subject, the more I like it. It’s meaningful to witness important changes in students and communities we work with. I used to be only passionate about my research, but working on service-learning projects with students, I realized that I also enjoy being with them. Now I am as passionate about teaching as I am about research. (T19)

Looking at the different types of positive impact as a whole, it is fascinating to note how faculty learning or even transformation through teaching service-learning in a way mirrors student learning or transformation through service-learning. Just as with students, service-learning can contribute to faculty’s civic involvement, academic and professional development, and personal growth.

The chief limitations of the study concern the nature and scope of the dataset: It is based on self-reports of a small sample size from a single institution. An important factor to consider when relating our findings to other contexts is that service-learning is institutionalized in the host university of the study. By institutionalizing service-learning, the university recognized service-learning as part of its regular operations and thus had a stake in ensuring the quantity and quality of service-learning activities. On the flip side, institutionalizing service-learning (which, in the host university, came hand in hand with making it an undergraduate requirement) created an urgent need for service-learning teachers from the different departments. Consequently, as mentioned, some faculty were assigned to teach service-learning courses without much choice. In sum, on the one hand, institutionalizing service-learning can enable making various types of resources available to service-learning faculty, such as funding allocation; support for teaching, operations, and research; staff development activities; and a community of practice (Ngai & Chan, 2019; Ngai et al., 2019). Without such institutional support, it is likely that service-learning will be experienced less positively or fruitfully by faculty. On the other hand, more centralized decisions concerning service-learning and its teaching may not fare well in places where faculty are used to having more autonomy over the courses they teach. These contextual details of our research limit the generalizability of our findings. Nevertheless, the concurrences of our findings with literature on the topic may be indicative of applicability to broader contexts.

Our study concurs with literature about service-learning faculty on several points. First and foremost, it is primarily in teaching that academics involved in service-learning experience its benefits, and the greatest motive and reward faculty derive from teaching service-learning comes from what they see in students and communities. On the downside, our study confirms that service-learning has the least impact on research: Notwithstanding possibilities recognized by some participants for relating community-based work and academic research, many understandably felt uncertain about venturing into scholarship that departs from their accustomed themes of inquiry. Participants who did express interest in turning information from service-learning into material for scholarship felt that lack of time constrained developing such research. Those from hard sciences expressed, in addition, difficulty in relating service-learning to their academic research. Further, participants echoed the same drawbacks of service-learning discussed in the literature; in particular, that it is time-consuming and involves much logistics, to the point of being “two to three times more” the workload of other courses by the estimates of faculty we interviewed.

Our study helps confirm these points and offers fresh, qualitative data with lived examples from service-learning faculty. Compared to previous studies, we give a more comprehensive and in-depth understanding of how service-learning impacts faculty. Further, interviewing faculty from different disciplines and with varying initial inclinations toward service-learning gives new grounds to second Zlotkowski’s (1998) faculty development approach to service-learning. The idea that service-learning is more suitable for soft sciences, or that service-learning practitioners have shared characteristics—student-centeredness and
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We saw, however, that faculty who experienced positive impacts from service-learning involvement did not have a common denominator. Some were from hard sciences, others from soft sciences. Before teaching service-learning, some were already interested in it or had relevant experiences; others did not. Some were involved in community work; others, hardly or “never.” In a special way, it was participants who initially lacked the characteristics of service-learning faculty identified in the literature who were more deeply changed by service-learning involvement. This observation suggests that capacity to teach service-learning can be cultivated, and likewise the attributes associated with faculty who are practitioners of service-learning. In this context, Gibbs and Coffey (2000) called attention to key aspects in training faculty for higher education: nurturing reflective practice, shifting from teacher-centered and content-focused approaches to more student-centered and process-focused approaches, and expanding the repertoire of teaching methods. Teaching service-learning demands precisely these traits and is a valuable opportunity for ongoing teacher development.

Hence, we wish to leverage our findings to make recommendations that seem vital for higher education. The first recommendation is addressed to faculty members: Give service-learning a try. Faculty members, their work, their students, and communities can benefit much from it. Riivari et al. (2020) have shown that pedagogical practices that promote such matters as dialogue, multidisciplinary learning, cooperation, and personal growth can turn the university into a place of meaningful work for both students and faculty. Duly handled and with adequate means and support, service-learning can imbue faculty work with new life and meaning.

On the other hand, study participants’ concurring view that service-learning entails far more time and effort than other methodologies cannot be ignored. Notwithstanding overwhelmingly positive views and willingness to put up with increased workload, such a situation extended over time can lead to faculty burnout and, ultimately, make service-learning an unsustainable pursuit in higher education. Our second recommendation is thus an appeal to institutions: Adopt service-learning as a strategy to promote faculty development and to fulfill university social responsibility. This approach would mean channeling adequate resources, manpower, and support for community-based teaching and scholarship. The university is not only a place of learning but also of cultivating engaged citizens, and its social impact is no less important than its research impact. The Times Higher Education’s recent adoption of the United Nations’ sustainable development goals (SDGs) in its university rankings is a clear recognition of the fact (McPherson & Roll, 2021).

Considering the low impact that service-learning tends to have on faculty research, we address to universities a third recommendation: Encourage or incentivize research that connects to the needs of society at large. There is dire need for higher education to dive into new research agendas related to the SDGs: that is, issues of peace and justice, of public health and poverty eradication, of green environment and sustainable energy—issues that “make the work of universities more relevant to [their] stakeholders” and the public (Skyrme, 2021). The SDGs engage hard and soft sciences alike, and are themes for which different types of service-learning courses and projects can be designed. Faculty and universities seeking more community engagement and social impact may well find in service-learning a powerful means to contribute to the SDGs through teaching and research within the academic disciplines of higher education.
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